In this research, the Laplace-Adomian decomposition method (LADM) is applied for the analytical and numerical treatment of the nonlinear differential equation that describes a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow under slip condition over a permeable stretching surface. The technique is well applied to approximate the similarity solutions of the problem for some typical values of model parameters. The obtained series solutions by the LADM are combined with the Padé approximation to improve the accuracy and enlarge the convergence domain of the obtained results. Through tables and figures, the efficiency of the presented method is illustrated.
Introduction
The viscous flow induced by a stretching boundary is important in extrusion processes. Many of the boundary layer flows on a stretching surface or the stretching boundary problems have been investigated in literature [1 -4] . In the recent years, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow over a stretching sheet in micro-electro-mechanical systems (micro-scale fluid dynamics) received much attention in research. Although, for MHD flow in the micro-scale dimensions, the fluid flow behaviour belongs to the slip flow regime and greatly differs from the classical flow [5] , the fluid behaviour still obeys the Navier-Stokes equations, but with slip velocity or temperature boundary conditions [6] . The slip flows have been studied for both impermeable surface and permeable surface in the literature [6 -8] . Among these papers, Fang et al. in [6] and authors in [7, 8] gave the rare closed-form solutions for the slip flow over a permeable and an impermeable stretching surface, respectively. In investigations of boundary layer problems usually the governing system of the Navier-Stokes equations are transformed into a nonlinear ordinary boundary value problem over a semi-infinite interval by a suitable variable transformation. Then solving these types of equations is a very important subject on which many authors recently focus [9, 10] . The development of new methods is fastpaced, but there are still many issues to be resolved in the thermofluid engineering of small-scale devices, from the fundamental simulation of fluid flow and heat transfer to the optimization of design for fabrication. Boyd [11] replaced the infinite domain with [−L, L] and the semi-infinite interval with [0, L] by choosing a sufficiently large L. Guo [12] converted the model of semi-infinite domains to a problem in a bounded domain, and then solved it by using Jacobi polynomials. In [13 -16] , some spectral methods on unbounded intervals are developed by using mutually orthogonal systems of rational functions. An analytic solution for the time-dependent boundary layer flow over a moving porous surface is derived by using the homotopy analysis method [17] .
In recent decade, a new development of the Adomian decomposition method [18, 19] , namely the Laplace-Adomian decomposition method [20 -22] , has been applied for solving many problems. Recently, an elegant combination of the Laplace-Adomian decomposition method and the Padé approximation [23] has been applied for solving some boundary layer problems which involve a boundary condition at infinity [24 -26] . In this work, we will apply the Laplacec 2012 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen · http://znaturforsch.com Adomian decomposition method coupled with Padé approximation to obtain an analytical solution for the slip MHD viscous flow over a stretching sheet [6] .
Formulation of the Slip MHD Viscous Flow over a Stretching sheet
In this section, we will investigate an important model of nonlinear problem that describes the twodimensional laminar flow over a continuously stretching sheet in an electrically conducting quiescent fluid. As given in [6] , let (u, v) be the velocity components in the (x, y) directions, respectively, and let p be the pressure. Also let U w = U 0 (x) be the sheet stretching velocity and v w = v w (x) the wall mass transfer velocity, which will be determined later. The x-axis runs along the shrinking surface in the direction opposite to the sheet motion, and the y-axis is perpendicular to it. Then the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations for the governing equation can be shown as
with the following boundary conditions:
where ν is the kinematic viscosity, ρ the fluid density, σ the electrical conductivity of the fluid, and L a proportional constant of the velocity slip. The magnetic field with strength B is applied in the vertical direction, and the induced magnetic field is neglected. This group of NS equations is valid for small magnetic field strength. To simplify the governing equations, we use the similarity variable τ = y U 0 ν and the similarity functions
With these considerations in mind, the wall mass transfer velocity becomes v w (x) = − √ U 0 ν f (0) and also the governing NS system transforms to the following similarity equation:
with boundary conditions
where λ is the wall mass transfer parameter showing the strength of the mass transfer at the sheet, M the magnetic parameter with
, and γ the velocity slip parameter with γ = L U 0 ν . Now our interest is to obtain the similarity solution of (1) with boundary conditions (2) . Authors of [27] have presented an analytical solution for this problem with γ = 0. Recently, Fang et al. in [6] presented a rare closed-form for the similarity solution of this problem. In current work, we will try to obtain an efficient analytical solution for the problem by using the Laplace-Adomian decomposition method coupled with Padé approximation.
The Laplace-Adomian Decomposition Method
In this section, we will apply the Laplace-Adomian decomposition method (LADM) to obtain the similarity solution of the nonlinear ordinary differential equation (1) with boundary conditions (2) . For this purpose, based on the LADM, we take the Laplace transformation (L) on both sides of (1):
with following initial conditions:
where α is an unknown constant to be determined. Now, by substituting the conditions (4) into (3), we get
Based on the Adomian decomposition method, we represent the solution of (5) as an infinite series given as
where the components f n (τ) will be determined recurrently. The nonlinear terms f (τ) 2 and f (τ) f (τ) ap-pearing in the equation can be usually decomposed by an infinite series of the so-called Adomian polynomials [18, 19] :
where the Adomian polynomials A n and B n can be computed from
.
Some of the Adomian polynomials of these nonlinear terms are:
By substituting the assumed solution and Adomian polynomials into (5), we have
where
represents the term arising from the prescribe initial conditions. Based on the modified Laplace decomposition method [28] , the function G(s) can be decomposed into three parts, G(s) = G 0 (s)+G 1 (s)+G 2 (s). Now by comparing both sides of the relation and then applying the inverse Laplace transform L −1 , we can obtain following recurrence relations for evaluating f n , (n ≥ 0), as follow:
The components of the series solution are
Now from (6), we can obtain the approximate analytic solution. The approximate analytic solution at the third iteration scheme is
From (9) it is evident that the obtained analytic solutions through LADM are power series in the independent variable. So, these solutions have not the correct behaviuor at infinity according to the boundary condition f (∞) = 0, and these solutions cannot be directly applied. Hence, it is essential to combine the series solutions, obtained by the LADM, with the Padé approximants to overcome this problem.
The LADM-Padé Approximation
Here we will briefly describe the Laplace-Adomian decomposition Padé approximation. The LADM-Padé approximation for problem (1) is based on the transformation of the power series obtained by the LaplaceAdomian decomposition method (9) into a rational function as
In order to have the correct limit at infinity according to the boundary conditions (2), one would expect that N ≥ S. So the rational function (10) Table 1 . Numerical results for f (0) for M = 2, γ = 10, and several values of λ .
From (11) and (12), we can obtain the values of a i (0 ≤ i ≤ S) and b j (1 ≤ j ≤ N).
Numerical Solutions and Results
In this section, we will apply the recursive process (8) obtained from the Laplace-Adomian decomposition method to obtain the similarity solutions of problem (1) for some typical model parameters of λ , γ, and M. From (9) it is clear that the obtained series solutions by using LADM depend on the unknown parameter α = f (0). So in the first step our purpose is mainly concerned with the physical behaviour of the similarity solution f (τ) in order to determine the value of the unknown parameter α. For computing this unknown value α, we would apply the boundary condition at infinity. Because the computed approximate solution is a power series, we cannot directly apply the condition at infinity, hence we use the Padé approximant (10) to f (τ). Though we will construct only diagonal approximants [M/M]. Now, by using the presented boundary condition at infinity, we can compute the value α with high accuracy. The values of f (0) computed by the LADM-Padé approximant for various sets of values of the parameters λ for M = 2 and γ = 10 are shown in Table 1 . In Table 2 Table 2 . Numerical results for f (0) for M = 0.5, λ = 1, and several values of γ. Table 3 . Numerical results for f (0) for λ = 1, γ = 0.5, and several values of M. values for f (0) by using the LADM-Padé approximant are in excellent agreement with the exact values. In Figure 1 , the [10/10] LADM-Padé approximants of f (τ) for M = 2, γ = 10, and for various values of λ are plotted and compared with the solution obtained from the closed-form for these cases. Also some of the computed similarity solutions by using the LADMPadé approximants for f (τ) for the viscous values of the model parameters are compared with the exact solutions for these cases, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . From these figures, it is observed that the approximate solutions obtained by the LADM-Padé are in very good agreement with the exact solutions.
Conclusions
In the present paper, an efficient technique is used for solving a strong nonlinear ordinary differential equation with the boundary condition at infinity which describes the slip MHD viscous flow over a stretching sheet. To reduce the strong nonlinearity in the governing equation, a Laplace transformation has been applied, and then the Adomian decomposition method coupled with Padé approximant is applied for finding the analytical solutions. The numerical results which are presented through tables and figures imply the effectiveness of the proposed numerical method. It is evident that these types of methods give highly results in very few iterations.
